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In 1974, the Belgian postmodern philosopher and feminist Luce Irigaray wrote 
in her seminal dissertation Speculum de l’autre femme that ‘mysticism is the 
only place in the history of the West in which woman speaks and acts so pub-
licly’. From that moment on, feminist scholars looking for female voices of the 
past have regularly turned to the writings of the medieval mystics to retrieve 
empowering perspectives. The book under review is part of that tradition. 
In Flesh made Word: Medieval Women Mystics, Writing and the Incarnation, 
Emily A. Holmes, Associate professor in Religion and Philosophy at Christian 
Brothers University, explores the theme of embodiment in three medieval 
mystical authors – Hadewijch of Brabant (writing ca. 1250), Marguerite Porete 
(d. 1310) and Angela de Foligno (1248 – 1309). She thereby aims to contribute 
to feminist liberation theology in general, and to strengthen the case for an 
inclusive incarnational theology in particular. The title of the book veils the 
fact that Holmes has opted for a dialogical approach in which the  medieval 
mystics are juxtaposed with three French feminist thinkers, Julia Kristeva, 
Hélène Cixous and Luce Irigary. Flesh made Word may therefore be of interest 
not only to scholars in the field of contemporary theology and medieval mysti-
cism, but also to scholars of French feminist theory.

The book consists of a general introduction and five chapters. The ‘Intro-
duction’ demarcates the field to which this study aims to contribute, that is: 
incarnational theology. More specifically, Holmes offers a survey of the diverse 
ways in which the biblical word ‘And the Word became flesh and lived among 
us’ (John 1, 14) has prompted liberation and feminist theologians to formulate 
inclusive Christologies that expand the concept of incarnation beyond the tra-
ditional view of the patriarchal Church and understand it as an ongoing process 
of revelatory events occurring in any human being, and in any time and place. 
Holmes intends to endorse and enrich such expansive views on incarnation by 
drawing inspiration from what the three medieval and postmodern women 
authors have to say about the relation of bodies (flesh) to language (word). 
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Chapter 1, ‘Attending Word and Flesh’, introduces the six key figures. As they 
lived in a time when Western Christianity developed a new interest in the human-
ity of Christ, the three medieval mystics considered Christ’s humanity to be the 
primary access to his divinity. Their incarnational spirituality stimulated them to 
embark on a mystical path of the divinization of the self through writing. Thus 
Holmes states that by writing, they transformed their ‘female flesh’ into ‘word’, 
a practice which at the time was socially disruptive, given that women were not 
permitted to publish their views in the public domain without clerical authori-
zation. Marguerite Porete even died at the stake after refusing to denounce her 
book Le Miroir des simples âmes, which had been declared heretical. The three 
modern feminist philosophers are best known for questioning the traditional 
binaries underlying Western metaphysics. They insist language is always spoken 
by particular sexed subjects, and they have developed new views on the signifi-
cation of the female body and on embodied speech. Holmes trusts that reread-
ing the medieval mystics’ writings through these feminist views will elucidate 
their theologies of inclusive incarnation and progressive divinization. A deeper 
logic behind bringing them into conversation is not developed, and neither is 
a precise methodology. The rationale behind juxtaposing a specific medieval 
writer with a specific postmodern author is also not explicated – in the introduc-
tion Holmes vaguely grounds the juxtapositions on ‘a particular resonance on a 
particular theme of incarnation’ (p. xv).

The conversations are laid out in the next three chapters. In chapter 2, 
‘Hadewijch of Brabant and the Mother of Love’, the Middle Dutch oeuvre 
of Hadewijch (ca. 1250) is read through Julia Kristeva’s concept of ‘the semi-
otic’. In ‘Angela of Foligno Writing the Body of Christ’ (chapter 3) Angela’s 
Book, which she dictated to a scribe who wrote it down in Latin, is illuminated 
through Hélène Cisoux’s notion of ‘écriture féminine’. In chapter 4, ‘Writing 
Annihilation with Marguerite Porete’, Marguerite’s Miroir, written in Middle 
French, is confronted with another French mirror written nearly seven hun-
dred years later, Speculum de l’autre femme by Luce Irigaray. As the study 
of the medieval women mystics and their texts has expanded enormously 
over the last few decades under the impetus of influential scholars such as 
the theologian Bernard McGinn, the literary scholar Barbara Newman and 
the historian Caroline Walker Bynum, one cannot expect Holmes to be fully 
versed in the multilingual body of scholarship on the three thirteenth-century 
‘female evangelists’ (as McGinn has provocatively called them). Yet, she is well 
acquainted with the main studies in English and her understanding of their 
mysticism is, in general, sound. 

On the other hand, the specific lenses through which the texts are examined 
unavoidably lead to selective readings. Kristeva’s concepts of the maternal and 
the semiotic as opposed to the logos and the symbolic cause Holmes to focus 
on maternal imagery in Hadewijch while nuptial and courtly metaphors are far 
more dominant in her work. The same holds true for Holmes’ statement that 
Hadewijch ‘exemplifies Kristeva’s insights into poetic language’ (p. 70). Hadewi-
jch’s poetry and prose indeed include passages marked by repetition, paradox 
and subject-object-destruction. Consequently, these passages can rightly be 
called ‘eruptions of the semiotic’. However, Holmes’ easy equation of Hadewi-
jch’s and Kristeva’s views on the poetic obscures the fact that in Hadewijch, 
the poetic passages are embedded in a didactic discourse. In medieval spiritual 
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writings, whether authored by women such as Hadewijch or by men such as 
Anselm or Bonaventure or Suso, the symbolic and the semiotic are not opposed. 
Rather, they are used complementarily at the service of one and the same per-
formative goal: to bring the reader/listener closer to God by simultaneously 
touching mind and heart.

In her eagerness to see the medieval women mystics as ‘feminists avant- 
la-lettre’, Holmes tends to ignore such traditional aspects of their writings, and to 
give gendered interpretations of their work where gender was not originally at 
stake. In fact, in contrast to the French feminists, nowhere in the writings of the 
medieval female mystics are particular gendered bodies an issue, neither their 
own nor those of others. The protagonist of their texts being the genderless 
human soul – ‘Âme’, as in Porete’s Miroir -, they did not strive for the diviniza-
tion of, specifically, ‘the female flesh’ (p. 25) but rather for that of as many 
human souls as possible. Also, they were committed virgins, using their incarna-
tion to reform their soul and those of others into saintly perfection for the sake 
of the fulfillment of the end of time, a goal in line with that of the medieval 
church. As the Church fully acknowledged spiritual equality between men and 
women (cf. the many female saints), this goal in itself was not disruptive. Con-
flicts arose for two other reasons, one theological and one sociological. First, 
these women were mystics, living and promoting, just as did male mystics of 
the time, the possibility for human beings to experience mystical union, that is 
direct contact between Christ and the human soul without the mediation of the 
ecclesiastical authorities. They therefore indeed advocated what today is called 
‘an inclusive incarnational theology’. But in the medieval situation this was not 
linked to gender. The Inquisition investigated and condemned passages point-
ing to the experience of mystical union in Porete’s Miroir, just as similar pas-
sages in the works of male mystics such as Eckhart and John of Ruusbroec were 
also investigated and condemned. Second, though women were allowed to act 
as spiritual teachers and to teach, preach and write within the private domain 
of home and convent, they could not take up that role in the public domain 
without prior authorization from the Church. By actively ‘publishing’ her book 
Porete trespassed the social norms of the patriarchal society in which she lived. 
The text of Le Miroir does not treat this theme at all, however, which is signifi-
cant in view of the fact that Holmes discusses not the lives of female mystics 
but their texts. In other words, the supposed common ground for the colloquia, 
namely that the medieval mystics and the French feminists ‘both embrace the 
female body’ (p. xv), is, in my opinion, overstretched. 

This is not to say that Holmes does not treat the differences and dissonances 
between the medieval religious writers and the modern secular philosophers. 
Indeed, the conversations all end clearly in favor of the Christian mystics, since 
they, unlike the modern theorists, acknowledge God’s transcendence and pri-
oritize spiritual goals. Maternal imagery in Hadewijch is not merely the biologi-
cal mother, Holmes states. It is also, and predominantly, a metaphor to teach 
spiritual practices. In the last chapter, ‘Transcendence incarnate’ (chapter 5), 
Holmes leaves the postmodern thinkers behind and invites feminist theology, 
which traditionally rejects apophatic theologies that stress transcendence, to 
consider the teachings of the medieval mystics. By celebrating incarnation while 
at the same time negating it, these mystics adopt an invigorating stance that 
speaks of becoming divine by become human. Holmes closes with a plea for the 
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practice of writing as a liberating act that assists ‘women’s flesh becoming word 
in response to Christ the Word-made-flesh’ (p. 195), a plea that, anno 2015, may 
still be useful in the context of the Congregation of the Christian Brothers and 
in contexts worldwide where Christianity might act as an emancipating social 
force. In postmodern Academia, however, it has a somewhat ‘medieval’ ring to it. 


